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SUMMARY 

Tunneling phenomenon has been studied since the time of Sir Isaac Newton. In the case of neutron 

tunneling phenomenon, it is the quantum mechanics wave-particle duality which manifests itself. 

In this case, particularly, the neutron wave-packet under total reflection condition suffers the so-

called frustrated total reflection as known in standard optics. More accurately, this tunneling 

phenomenon shows itself via sharp dips in the plateau of total reflection. The prerequisite to 

observe such quantum mechanics phenomenon lies within a thin film Fabry-Perot resonator 

configuration. This thin film Fabry-Perot resonator geometry consists of two reflecting mirrors 

separated by a transparent material from a neutron optics viewpoint. In view of the specific neutron 

scattering properties related to the spin of the neutron wave-packet. As a direct proof, isotopic 

nickel based thin films Fabry-Perot resonator have been fabricated by depositing thin film of nickel 

by ion beam sputtering. The vacuum chamber was pumped down to the pressure of 10-8 mbar and 

deposition was performed at pressure of 2x10-4 mbar. The deposition rate was kept at 1.5 nm / 

minute and thickness layers were monitored by a calibrated quartz microbalance. Unpolarized 

neutron reflectometry measurements were carried out at the ORPHEE reactor using the time-of-

flight EROS reflectometer. The incidence neutron wavelength varied between 3 – 25 Å. The 

grazing angle and angular resolution were of the order of 0.8˚ and 0.05 respectively. The software 

program, a Matlab routine for the simulation of specular X-ray and neutron reflectivity data with 

matrix technique, was employed to simulate the phenomenon and thereafter the experimentally 

obtained data and calculated (theoretical) data were compared. From the analysis of the 

comparison, a conclusion was drawn about the agreement between experimental data and 

theoretical data. The tunneling phenomenon has been observed in nanostructured isotopic nickel 

based thin film Fabry-Perot resonator. It manifested itself by the existence of dips, tunneling 

resonances, in the total reflection plateau due to quasi-bound states in the isotopic nickel based 

thin film Fabry-Perot resonator. In total, there were 7 tunneling resonances. The full widths at half 

maximum of these dips were found to decrease with increasing momentum wave vector transfer 

(Q) and this correlated to the neutron lifetime in the nanostructured isotopic nickel based thin film 

Fabry-Perot resonator.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Neutron is an uncharged, subatomic particle with a mass of 1.675x10-27 kg. It is 1839 times than 

the electron, has a spin-parity of ( )
2

1
 and a  magnetic moment of -1.913 nuclear magnetons [1]. 

It was discovered by James Chadwick in 1932. Neutrons are stable when bound in an atomic 

nucleus while having a lifetime of 900 seconds as a free particle [2] .  

Neutron beams are produced in two general ways: by nuclear fission in reactor-based neutron 

source or by spallation in accelerator-based neutron sources [3] . In the reactor-based process, 

thermal neutrons are absorbed by uranium-235 nuclei which split into fission fragments and 

evaporate at very high energy (MeV) [4]. After the high energy neutrons have been thermalized, 

beams are emitted with a broad wavelength [5]. Wavelength selection is generally achieved by 

Bragg scattering from a crystal monochromator or by velocity selection through a mechanical 

chopper. In this way, high quality, high flux neutron beams with a narrow wavelength distribution 

are made available for scattering experiments [6]. 

Accelerator-based pulsed neutrons are released by bombarding a heavy metal target (uranium, 

tantalum, and tungsten) with high energy particles (e.g. H+) from a high power accelerator, a 

process known as spallation [7] . The methods of particles acceleration tend to produce short 

intense bursts of high energy protons, and hence pulses of neutrons. Spallation releases much less 

heat per useful neutron than fission, 30 MeV per neutrons compared with 190 MeV in fission [8]. 

Almost everything we know about the structure of the matter is a result of scattering experiments 

by whatever the type of radiations used. These are usually scattering of photons, electrons, protons, 

neutrons, X-rays etc. Neutron scattering is an important tool for studying condensed matter, 

nuclear and biological systems and neutron imaging technology which is widely used in industries. 

Neutron scattering provides information that is highly complementary to that of other scattering 

techniques [9]. Since neutron is uncharged employing it in neutron scattering makes it possible to 

penetrate deeper than electrons which are charged and therefore interact with the electron clouds 

of atoms of matter being investigated.  
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This brings the topic of optics, which is described as the behavior of waves, interacting with matter. 

Waves are characterized by their wavelength (frequency or momentum) while matter is 

characterized by susceptibility and the wave-matter interaction is characterized by the index of 

refraction from an optical viewpoint [10]. It is the neutron wave-packet that is of interest, as it goes 

under total reflection condition suffers the so-called total reflection as known in standard optics.  

In order to determine the atomic arrangement or their magnetic interaction in bulk or 

nanostructured material, neutrons should be employed due to their unique properties i.e. spin, 

magnetic moment, uncharged, neutron decay etc. It is this set of specific properties that make 

neutrons to be  superior probing tool for a large variety of matter [11].  

Since neutrons possess the above-mentioned properties, this makes it possible to study microscopic 

properties of bulk or nanostructured samples [12]. As a result, neutrons can travel longer distances 

through most materials without being scattered or absorbed. This means that the attenuation of 

neutrons by matter, e.g. aluminium, is about 1% per millimeter compared to 99% per millimetre 

or more for X-rays [9]. They interact mainly with the nucleus and the electron clouds if the sample 

exhibit magnetic properties. Their magnetic moment which enables them to study materials with 

magnetic properties is a singular characteristic [13]. Spin-spin interaction leads to coherent 

scattering.  In addition, considering the statistical variation of their neutron scattering cross section 

with the atomic number, it is possible to distinguish easily light nuclei and differentiate between 

isotopes at the expense of heavy nuclei [14].  

Neutron beams are classified according to their wavelengths and energy. Epithermal are short 

wavelengths neutron beam (approximately 0.1 Å) whereas thermal and cold neutron beams are for 

longer wavelengths (approximately 10 Å). [15].  

 

 Neutrons with longer wavelengths are of interest in this study and there will be an observation of 

their movements (tunneling) within the Fabry-Perot resonator. The Fabry-Perot is a more widely 

used research instrument today than at any other time. Its main components are two plane mirrors 

of high reflectivity arranged parallel and separated by a gap [16]. Its origin derives from the theory 

of multibeam interferences developed by Charles Fabry in 1890-1892 and incorporated into design 

interferometer by Fabry and his colleague, Alfred Perot in 1897 [17]. The first prototype developed 
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by Fabry and Perot consisted of two flat glass plates coated on their parallel facing surfaces with 

thin silver films. These metal films reflected over 90% of the light incident on them. The light 

beam incident on the outer part of glass would pass through the silver coating and then get trapped 

between silver plates and reflected back and forth. At every reflection, a small fraction of the 

incident beam would escape through the outer surface of the second plate [18]. Modern Fabry-

Perot resonators can be used at wavelengths near 500 nm, with a fixed separation of 1 cm between 

coated surfaces and reflectivity for the coated surfaces [19] .  

The tunneling phenomenon of neutron wave-particles is observed in nanostructured systems. The 

interest lies in nanostructures of Fabry-Perot resonators, as the tunneling of neutrons is observed 

in these types of nanostructured [20-24] . A typical Fabry-Perot resonator consists of two highly 

reflecting mirrors separated by a transparent material as shown in Figure 1.1 [25]. The Fabry-Perot 

resonator is constructed by closing all ‘doors’ through which waves can escape [26].  One exploits 

the fact that transmission through such a resonator exhibits sharp resonances [27].  

 

Figure 1.1: A typical nano-structured Fabry-Perot resonator used to observe tunneling 

phenomenon of neutron wave-particles.  

1.2 Problem statement 

Different elements have been used in the past in synthesis of thin film Fabry-Perot resonator such 

as Ni-V-Ni, Cu-Al-Cu, dPEP-PEP-dPEP [28] etc to observe this tunneling phenomenon. In the 

past, the focus was more on natural materials as part of constituents on the synthesis of thin film 

Fabry-Perot resonator. In this study, isotopes of the same elements will be employed to observe 

this tunneling of neutron wave-particles suffering a total reflection or frustrated reflection, in the 

thin film Fabry-Perot resonator and hence engineer novel neutron optics devices for neutron 
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research reactors. To the best of our knowledge, it will be the first time to do this study solely 

based on isotopes. As it is known, isotopes are similar in chemical composition (the same electron 

shell) and the values of the crystal grid constant but differ in physical characteristics (band gap 

width, nuclear spins, refraction index, absorption, etc). These differences are related to features of 

isotope effect. The isotope effect is caused by changes in the number of neutrons in the nucleus 

with a constant number of protons. The combination of different isotopes of the same chemical 

element makes it possible to create space limitations in nanostructures without using other 

chemical elements [1, 2].  

In view of the difficulty associated with the synthesis of the isotopic nickel thin film Fabry-Perot 

resonator such as homogeneity; uniformity and roughness of the thin films, it is essential to use 

high volume during the deposition in order to avoid possible contamination. Good volume is 

achievable by having good pressure. This means low pressure around  10-6  mbar.  

 Neutrons are weakly scattered once they are inside the matter and they tend to lose intensity. It 

would be vital to have good intensity of neutron beam so that there’s no intensity that would be 

lost once neutrons are interacting with the thin film Fabry-Perot resonator and therefore the 

tunneling of neutron wave-particle can be observed [29]. 

1.3 Rationale / Motivation 

The purpose of the study is to observe the tunneling phenomenon of neutrons in isotopic based 

Fabry-Perot resonator nanostructures. To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first time that 

this phenomenon has been observed in isotopic based nanostructures. The study contributes in 

estimating neutron lifetime, Zeeman birefringence and surface/interface diamagnetism. 

Furthermore, it reports some potential technological application in neutron optics to make novel 

neutron optics devices such as monochromators, polarizers, and beam splitters. The study also 

looks forward to manufacturing novel neutron optics for neutron research reactors based 

completely on isotope based nanostructures.  Using frustrated total reflection, tunneling 

phenomenon, in Fabry-Perot resonators could open a new perspective in the investigation of the 

behavior of superconductors, such as non-locality, proximity, and surface anisotropy effects.  
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1.4 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this research project is to observe the tunneling phenomenon of neutron wave-particles 

undergoing the total reflection (the ‘frustrated’ total reflection of neutron wave-particle) in isotopic 

based nickel thin films Fabry-Perot resonators. To this end, the following are the objectives of the 

study: 

(i)  To fabricate isotopic nickel thin films Fabry-Perot like resonator  

(ii) To observe tunneling process of neutron wave-particle in the isotopic nickel thin films Fabry-

Perot resonator by unpolarized grazing incidence neutron reflectometry. 

 

 

In this study, Reflex13, which is a Matlab routine for the simulation of specular X-ray and neutron 

reflectivity data with matrix technique, was employed to simulate the behavior of the tunneling 

phenomenon. Thereafter, the experimental and simulated results were compared. 
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Chapter 2 

 Literature review 

2.1 Nanostructures 

Nanostructures refer to materials system with length scale in the range of approximately 1-100 nm 

in at least one dimension [1]. In nanostructures, electrons are confined in the nanoscale dimensions 

but are free to move in other dimensions. One way to classify nanostructures is based on the 

dimension namely 0D, 1D, 2D and 3D in which electrons move freely. Example of 1D include a 

quantum well in which electrons are confined in one dimension (1D), an example of a 2D 

nanostructure is the quantum wire, in which electrons are confined in two dimensions while the 

3D nanostructure example is the quantum dots, where the electrons are confined in three 

dimensions, as shown in Figure 2.1.1, [2].  

 

Figure 2.1.1 showing examples of nanostructures in their dimensions 

Nanostructures are unique and interesting due to their properties. At nanoscale level, significant 

changes in property occur as opposed to the bulk. These property changes are affected by the 

following phenomena: quantum confinement, quantum coherence, and surface/interface effects. 

Quantum confinement deals with confinement of electrons in the nanoscale dimension which 

results in quantization of energy and momentum and reduced dimensionality of electronic states. 

Yet in the quantum coherence: certain phase relation of the wave function is preserved for electrons 

moving in a nanostructure, so wave interference effect must be considered [3]. But in 
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nanostructures, generally, the quantum coherence is not maintained perfectly as in the atoms and 

molecules. The coherence is often disrupted to some extent by defects in the nanostructures. 

Therefore, both quantum coherent and de-coherent effects have to be considered, which often 

makes the description of electronic motion in a nanostructure more complicated. In the 

surface/interface effects: a significant fraction, even majority of atoms in a nanostructure are 

located at near the surfaces or interfaces. The mechanic, thermodynamic, electronic, magnetic, 

optical and chemical states of these atoms can be quite different than those interior atoms [3]. 

Nanostructured materials are often in a metastable state. The detailed atomic configuration 

depends on the kinetic process in which they are fabricated; therefore the properties of 

nanostructures can be widely adjustable by changing their size, shape and process condition [3].  

Historically it was Richard Feynman’s lecture, “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”, that has 

been quoted when people talk about nanoscience and nanotechnology. He predicted that we will 

get an enormously greater range of properties that substances can have and of different things that 

we can do if atoms can be arranged in the way we want. The real take-off of nano-related research 

and technological exploitation started at about 15 years ago [4]. Our understanding and 

exploitation of material world around have been pushing forward in two opposite direction: from 

the top down and from bottom-up.  In the bottom-up approach, material starts from electrons and 

nucleons as the building blocks while in the top-down approach the material is big and it is chipped 

down to electrons and atoms [5]. The top-down and bottom-up approaches have largely developed 

independently in the past [6]. Today these two meet at the nanoscale territory. This means that 

scientist along the top-down line have to consider the behavior of nature at the atomic scales, while 

those taking the bottom-up approach are ready to fabricate novel devices and materials with atoms 

and molecules as the building blocks  [7]. 

 

In addition to nanostructures, there are isotopic nanostructures. Isotopes have the same number of 

protons but a different number of neutrons [8]. Since the mass number is the number of protons, 

isotope can also be defined as the atom with the same atomic number and different mass number. 

Isotopes have similar composition, that is same electron shell but different physical characteristics 

such as index of refraction, absorption, nuclear spins, band gap etc [9]. All these differences 
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contribute and are related to features of isotope effect [10]. Hence to utilize isotopic material means 

that there would be improved neutron optical index such as refractive index which increases the 

contrast. In optics, index of refraction determines the reflection and transmission of neutrons 

depending on the angle [49].  

The neutron tunneling phenomenon is observed in these kinds of thin films Fabry-Perot resonator 

like nanostructures. These thin films Fabry-Perot resonators like are made up of two reflecting 

mirrors separated by a spacer layer (transparent layer). They are synthesized mainly by two ways: 

Physical vapor deposition and chemical vapor deposition.  

In chemical vapor deposition: a chemical process is used to produce high-quality materials. This 

process is usually employed in the semiconductor industry to produce thin films. Briefly, a 

substrate is exposed to the material which is heated to produce the deposit [11].   

The physical method provides an eco-friendly path to the synthesis of materials. Currently, there 

are various physical method used such as electron beam deposition, ion beam sputter technique, 

pulsed laser deposition, evaporative deposition etc. Ion beam sputter is when a glow plasma 

discharge bombards the material; evaporative deposition is when a material is heated to high vapor 

deposition by electrical resistance heating [12].  Pulsed laser deposition is the type of physical 

vapor deposition (PVD) that uses a high power laser that ablates material from the target into vapor 

[13]. An electron beam physical vapor deposition operates when a target anode is bombarded with 

an electron beam that’s coming from a tungsten filament under high vacuum. Electron beam 

transforms atoms in the target into a gaseous phase, which precipitates into a solid form and coat 

the substrate.  [14]. In this study, an ion beam sputtering technique was employed in synthesizing 

nickel isotope thin film Fabry-Perot resonator like deposited on a silicon substrate in the following 

sequence: 110 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 110 Å 58Ni/Si.  

Ion beam sputtering technique uses ion source to produce a focused beam directed at the target to 

be sputtered. The ion source is made up of cathode and anode. When a high voltage field of 2-10 

kV is applied to the anode it creates an electrostatic field inside the ion source. When argon is 

injected into the ion source, the high electric field causes the gas to ionize, creating a plasma inside 

the ion source region. The ions are then accelerated from the anode to cathode creating a ‘focused’ 
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beam. The resulted ion beam impinges upon a target material via a momentum transfer between 

an ion and target and sputters the material onto the substrate [15].  

Ion beam sputtering technique possesses many advantages over other methods. Virtually all 

materials can be deposited since the coating material is passed into the vapor phase by mechanical 

rather than a chemical or thermal process. This makes it ideal for a variety of analytical techniques 

[16]. Ion beam sputtering is controllable due to low deposition rate when compared to other 

methods. This reduction in deposition rate allows thin films to be deposited uniformly onto the 

sample. Uniformity is of utmost importance in the neutron reflectometry experiments [17]. The 

above reasons make the ion beam sputtering to be a preferred method over others. 

2.2 Neutron tunneling 

Previously, a number of  classical optics experiments were extended to neutron radiations such as 

slit diffractions, prism deflection, edge diffraction, diffraction on a ruled grating, interferometry 

experiments as well as various interferential based nanostructures such as multi-layered 

monochromators, polarizes and supermirrors [18-27]. The concept of tunneling and its 

experimental observation can be regarded as one of the early triumphs of quantum mechanics. The 

concept arises from quantum theory prediction that an initial state prepared in one classically 

allowed region of configuration space has a non-zero probability of penetrating through a 

classically forbidden region into a second classically allowed region [28]. 

 

The fundamental fact that every particle with mass is at the same time a wave was discovered in 

1924 by de Broglie [29]. The optical behavior of light and neutrons is similar in many aspects yet 

the difference in the magnitude of the spin of photon and neutron brings about a certain distinction 

[30,31]. When light is incident on the interface of two media, it is partly transmitted into the second 

medium and partly reflected back into the first. If the refractive index of medium one is greater 

than that of medium two and the angle of incidence is larger than the critical angle, the total 

reflection occurs; the incident light is reflected completely back to medium one  [32]. A fascinating 

phenomenon is the penetration of the wave, evanescent, into the second medium when the total 

reflection occurs. References to this work are contained in the paper by Hall [33], who reported in 

1902 through experimental and theoretical investigations of the phenomenon. To investigate the 
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phenomenon experimentally, Hall chose the most common solution: the introduction of a third 

medium close to the first one. The second medium is now a thin film with a thickness of the order 

of the wavelength of light employed. The total reflection of light is thus “frustrated”, a term coined 

by Leurgans and Turner in 1947 [34]. All three media are assumed to be transparent at the 

wavelength of operation. Hall examined the dependence of the penetration depth on the angle of 

incidence and polarization if the incident radiation for a different number of different media. He 

also represented a theoretical calculation for the transmission coefficient of the incident light. With 

regards to experimental verification of the relation between the transmission coefficient and the 

separation of the first media and the third media, Hall writes: “there seems, at present, no method 

for experimentally testing the theory for two media in the case of light waves. It would seem 

feasible, however, to test the theory with short electric waves”. He was perhaps unaware that 

exactly such experiments had been performed by Bose as early as 1897. Bose examined the 

penetration of the waves by using the double prism arrangement [35]. Figure 2.2.1 is an example 

of the type of thin film Fabry-Perot resonator used by Hall. 

 

Figure 2.2.1: An example of the Fabry-Perot resonator that is used to observe this tunneling 

phenomenon. 

The frustrated total reflection phenomenon was first observed in 1863 in classical optics by 

Quincke [36]. Quincke employed two prisms opposite each other while being separated by a thin 

film of air as the cavity. In the small wavelength range, the frustrated total reflection phenomenon 

was confirmed experimentally with X-rays by Croce and Pardo [37] using a Fabry-Perot cavity. 

In neutron optics, Steyerl and co-workers have also observed this tunneling phenomenon using 

Fabry-Perot cavities (resonators), but they only detected no more than two orders (first and second 

resonance orders). This was due to small available ultra-cold neutron intensity at the time [38-41].  
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This frustrated total reflection of neutron wave-particles shows itself by the existence of sharp dips 

in the plateau of total reflection due to resonant bound states in the nanostructured Fabry-Perot 

like-cavity [42]. The total reflection zone is characterized by the expected more or less dips due to 

tunneling resonances and the vitreous zone side is identified by the well-known Kiessig fringes 

interference pattern due to limited thickness of the different layers, from one medium to another, 

as shown in Figure 2.2.2  [43].  

 

                   Figure 2.2.2:  A graph showing how the tunneling phenomenon occurs [49]. 

                 

The prerequisite to observe this phenomenon of frustrated total reflection, (the tunneling 

phenomenon), of neutron wave-particles suffering total reflection is the use of thin film Fabry-

Perot resonators, also known as a Fabry-Perot cavity. The thin film Fabry-Perot resonator consists 

of transparent spacer material sandwiched between two highly reflecting mirrors. The transparent 

spacer layer must have a negative scattering length, as shown in Table 2.2.1, while the reflecting 

mirrors must have a positive scattering length, as shown in Table 2.2.2. The choice of thin film 

Fabry-Perot resonator is justified by the possibility to obtain numerous sufficiently sharp 

resonances and there’s a small interdiffusion at medium interfaces [44]. A suitable material to 
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synthesize a Fabry-Perot resonator must be a high neutron reflector and have a small absorption 

scattering cross sections.  

Table 2.2.1 Negative nuclear scattering length amplitudes (bn) of some elements with low neutron 

absorption cross sections 

 

Table 2.2.2 Positive scattering lengths (bn) of elements which are usually used as reflecting mirrors 

during synthesis of Fabry-Perot resonators. 

Element bn(x 10-12 cm ) 

Ni 1.03 

58Ni 1.44 

Fe 0.954 

56Fe 1.01 

 

The frustrated total reflection, (the tunneling effect), of neutron wave-particles suffering the total 

reflection, was also observed with ultra-cold neutrons by Steyerl and co-workers [37]. The use of 

neutrons to observe frustrated total reflection is motivated by two reasons: The first is that the 

absorption in the use of neutrons is in a general manner very small and thus observation of the 

phenomenon in both reflection (resonant dips in the plateau of total reflection) and transmission 

(resonant peaks) is possible. The second is that the neutron possesses well-defined massive particle 

properties and thus the frustrated total reflection of neutron gives another manifestation 

of tunneling effect and the proof of the wave-particle commentary principle of quantum mechanics 

[38]. 

element bn(x 10-12cm) 

Ti -0.34 

V -0.05 

Mn -0.36 

62Ni -0.87 

152Sm -0.50 
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There has been a lot of work documented on this kind of study in different systems, as shown in 

Table 2.2.3, different materials used for the synthesis of the Fabry-Perot resonator, using different 

radiations from cold neutrons, ultra-cold neutrons, and X-rays.  

Table 2.2.3 some of the work that has been done in this tunneling phenomenon 

System studied Radiation nature References 

TiO2-Ti-Si Cold neutrons [45] 

Cu-Al-Cu Ultra-cold and cold neutrons  [25] 

SiO2-PIQ-Si X-rays [46] 

dPEP-PEP-dPEP Cold neutrons [47] 

Ni-Al-Ni X-rays  [48] 

Ni-V-Ni Cold neutrons [49] 

 

Since the frustrated total reflection, tunneling phenomenon, of neutron wave-particles suffering 

total reflection is observed in the Fabry-Perot cavities (resonators) it is important to know how 

neutrons propagate through these Fabry-Perot resonators. The interaction of an incident neutron 

plane wave at a grazing angle, usually less than 1o, in different regions in the considered Fabry-

Perot cavity is governed by a one dimensional Schrodinger equation given by : 

                                      {
zm2 

  + )()}( zzV   = )()( zz                        (2.2.1) 

where m is the neutron mass 

E(z) = {hk(z)2}/2m is the incident-neutron energy in the z direction, k(z) is the component of the 

wave vector and V(z) is the optical potential that represents the effective interaction of the neutron 

with the system. In neutron optics, which is described as the behavior of waves interacting with 

matter, waves are characterized by their wavelength (frequency or momentum) while the matter is 

characterized by susceptibility, wave-matter interaction is characterized by the index of refraction 

from optical viewpoint [50]. So the neutron propagation in a Fabry-Perot cavity is also described 

by an effective refractive index:   

                                        nj = 1 - 
j = 


 j1                                         (2.2.2) 
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E is the neutron kinetic energy and 
j  is the average Fermi pseudo potential of the cavity 

(resonator), whose expression is 
j  = 2 h2Njbj/m. Where m, Nj, bj are the neutron mass, the 

number of scattering nuclei per volume unit of medium j and its corresponding nuclear coherent 

scattering amplitude, respectively. 

 

This phenomenon of frustrated total reflection observed with both cold and ultra-cold neutrons is 

of major importance as it could open new horizons in surface-interface investigations with neutron 

scattering techniques namely neutron reflectometry and neutron interferometry [35-38]. This 

phenomenon has enabled the performance of a continuing series of fundamental studies probing 

the properties of the neutron itself such as the neutron lifetime. As already established, this 

phenomenon exists through the manifestation of sharp dips, the widths of these dips are different: 

the lower the order the larger the width at half maximum. This is correlated to the neutron lifetime 

in the resonant cavity [35-38]. The values, of the width of dips, are more or less affected by both 

spectral and angular resolutions. Hence an accurate estimation of neutron lifetime requires a high 

collimation and high spectral resolution. It also reports some potential technological applications 

in neutron optics to make novel neutron optics devices such as monochromators, polarizers, and 

beam splitters. It also treats a peculiar phenomenon of Goos-Hanchen displacement, an optical 

phenomenon localized between the total reflection and the frustrated reflection extreme cases.  

 

There is an application of Fabry-Perot configuration as neutron monochromators. The narrow 

bandwidth of monochromatic cold neutrons beams is of great value for a wide variety of scattering 

experiments. The way to obtain this type of beam by extraction from neutron guide tubes can be 

achieved by placing a monochromator inside the guide tube [51]. Another approach to producing 

high monochromatic beams could be the use of Fabry-Perot cavity under frustrated total reflection 

condition: The resonator could be placed in the neutron guide tube as one of the walls under the 

total reflection geometry, as depicted in Figure 2.2.3.   
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 Figure 2.2.3:  Shows as Fabry-Perot resonator placed inside the guide tube, as a monochromators. 

[49] 

There are other applications for Fabry-Perot resonators. Its configuration is used as a neutron 

polarizer to produce polarized monochromatic cold neutron beams. The similar procedure used for 

the monochromator can be employed, however, the changing factor is the nature of layers of 

materials forming Fabry-Perot resonator while using the Zeeman Effect within the magnetic layers. 

Materials that are forming part of the Fabry-Perot resonators must present large coherent magnetic 

scattering amplitudes for one spin state to assure high polarization ratio [52]. Another potential 

application is the use of Fabry-Perot configuration as a neutron beam-splitter and neutron 

interferometry. The importance of neutron interferometry has been recognized over the years as it 

plays a key role in the quantum mechanics investigations concerning the neutron wave-particle 

duality [53-60]. There are three splitting methods that can be employed to split the beam: the 

perfect Bonse-Hart Silicon crystal [50-51], Ioffe diffraction grating systems [56] and the shearing 

geometry [61]. The first method allows a wide spatial beam separation within high intensity but is 

inapplicable for neutron wavelengths more than twice the Silicon crystal lattice parameter. The 

second one is interesting from neutron path inside the interferometer point of view as it is adapted 
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to cold neutrons but unfortunately it is limited in intensity. The third method very intense and 

coherent beams.  The use of frustrated total reflection within the nano-structured Fabry-Perot 

cavities could be considered to split coherently intense neutron beams. In this configuration, there 

is, therefore, a spatial splitting by a tunneling phenomenon.   

While the frustrated total reflection of neutron wave particles and different potential applications 

have been presented, it is important to mention a peculiar fundamental optical behavior of neutron 

wave packets suffering total reflection, the longitudinal Goos-Hanchen displacement. Similarities 

between neutron and the electromagnetic waves make observation of this phenomenon possible. 

The Goos-Hanchen longitudinal displacement was first predicted by Sir Isaac Newton as early as 

1730 [62]. This phenomenon which is related to surface waves propagation has been observed for 

the first time by Herman Fritz Gustav Goos and Hilda Hanchen [63,64] in the optical visible 

spectral range. Since its observation, the longitudinal Goos-Hanchen displacement has triggered 

global interest [61]. Experimentally, this longitudinal Goos-Hanchen phenomenon, of totally 

reflected photon beams, is very significant as it allows achieving numerous studies including 

quantum mechanics. The possibility to observe this longitudinal displacement with totally 

reflected cold neutron beams is justified by low neutron absorption in general manner, optics 

similarity of neutron and electromagnetic waves, and grazing angle incidence. According to the 

Goos-Hanchen shift with photons and analogy between neutrons and photon optics, if the incident 

narrow and collimated monochromatic incident neutron beam impinges on the reflecting mirror, 

there will be longitudinal displacement of the reflected neutron beams. This phenomenon has been 

evaluated by various authors [65] [66-69]. Renard assumed that the cause of the shift is that for a 

finite incident plane wave suffering a total reflection, on average some energy enters into the 

medium of lower index (reflecting mirror) on one side of the beam and comes back into the 

medium of higher index (air) on the other side of the beam 
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Chapter 3  

Neutron optics: background 

Neutron optics is the branch of physics that deals with wave behavior of neutrons. The fact that 

every particle of mass is also a wave was discovered by de Broglie in 1925 [1]. He was honored 

for this discovery in 1929 by being awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in Physics.  

This is de Broglie's fundamental formula: 

                                        
p

h
                                                        (3.1) 

  is the distance between two consecutive peaks, which is the wavelength, h  is the Planck’s 

constant while p  is the momentum.  

DeBroglie’s formula was experimentally verified by Davison and Thompson with the discovery 

of the diffraction of electrons [2,3]. A few months later, after their experiments, Kikuchi reported 

the characteristic pattern of electron diffraction and an important contribution which led to the 

establishment of quantum mechanics developed by Heisenberg [4]. The study of neutron optics 

began after the de Broglie's proof of matter waves following his Nobel lecture [5].  

 

Neutron optics involves the study of the interaction of neutron beam with the matter. There are 

two ways in which free neutrons are sourced for neutron beams. One way is that neutrons are 

emitted in fission reactions at nuclear reactors. The other way is when neutrons are released in 

particle accelerator collision of proton beams with heavy targets of atoms such as tantalum. When 

neutrons are incident on a sample of matter the neutrons can be reflected, scattered, transmitted, 

or diffracted depending on the composition and structure of the sample material [6]. The types of 

neutrons employed in probing matter are slow neutrons because unlike fast neutrons, they have 

longer wavelengths of about 10-10 meters which makes them show the wave-like behavior when 

interacting with matter. Slow neutrons that are scattered by atoms in the matter undergo 

interference, just like x-rays and light, to form a diffraction pattern that contains details such as 

crystal structure and magnetic properties of the matter [7]. 
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Since the discovery of neutrons 85 years ago [8], they have been recognized as the tool for probing 

atomic nucleus. It was Fermi, in 1934, who discovered the effectiveness of slow neutrons during 

the experiment on artificial radioactivity. Elsasser, 1936, first suggested that if the neutrons are 

governed by quantum mechanics, then they should be diffracted by crystalline materials. Those 

properties were later confirmed by diffraction experiments from crystals by Halban and Preiswerk, 

1936, as well as Mitchell and Powers [9], which exhibited that thermal neutrons behave 

accordingly with de Broglie’s hypothesis and had a wavelength comparable with x-rays. The 

analogy between x-ray scattering and neutron scattering reflects the behavior of waves of 

comparable wavelength, although the nature of individual interaction varies. In the case of x-rays, 

the interaction is electromagnetic while in the case of neutrons it is nuclear interaction [10].  

 

In the early experiments, neutrons came from nuclear reaction responsible for their discovery, 

namely 9Be (α, n)12 C. Thus, a radioactive alpha sources such as polonium were mixed with 

powdered beryllium and neutrons were thermalized in hydrogen moderators. With the help of 

fission reactors providing more flux of neutrons, beams became available. At the same time, beams 

of thermal neutrons became known and established as significant in probing of structure condensed 

matter. The behavior of thermal neutrons as seen in Bragg diffraction was an early verification of 

quantum mechanical principles [11].  This was made possible by properties of neutrons such as 

mass, lack of electric charge, which makes neutron penetrate deep into the matter. These properties 

have made it possible to probe certain aspects of quantum mechanics which has remained 

unexplored. The example of the above statement would be the observability of relative phase shifts 

by means of neutron interferometry [12]. Also during the early experiments, slow neutrons have 

been shown to exhibit the Bragg diffraction as well as many phenomena of classical optics such 

as refraction [13].  In the past decade, many experimental efforts have been in place to study the 

neutrons with kinetic energies of about 10-7 eV, which is five orders and more of magnitude lower 

than the energy of thermal neutrons [14]. The reason of interest in ultracold neutrons is because 

their energies are smaller than the mean potential in material, E > V. This means that total 

reflection will occur for all angles of incidence. This fact makes it easier for ultracold neutrons to 

be confined in closed materials cavities or bottles as this was proposed by Zeldovich in 1959 [15]. 
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In principle, it should be possible to store neutrons in closed containers for about 12 minute, which 

is its natural lifetime. However, in practice it has been shown that confinement times decreases by 

one to two magnitude of orders, this can be accounted by inelastic scattering from surface 

impurities.  

3.1 Neutron refractive index approximation 

Theory of reflection takes into consideration an ideal situation where neutron wave is impinging 

onto planar surface separating the vacuum and homogenous medium characterized by potential 

and refraction index describing neutron interaction with reflecting layers. 

As in any bulk system, the neutron-atom interaction is described via the Fermi potential:                                                                    
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                                                 (3.2) 

Where r  is the distance from the neutron to the nucleus, m  is the neutron mass, b  is the scattering 

length and h is the Planck’s constant.  

The wavelength of neutron wave-particles is larger than interatomic distances in the matter this 

makes the waves to interact with many nuclei [16]. Since the neutron wave particles interact with 

nuclei, their interaction is defined as:  

                                      
b

m

h


22
                                                        (3.3) 

b  is constant in the film and it’s a scattering length density (SLD),   is the number density and 

b  is the scattering length of the elements making up the thin film [17]. Neutron needs to have a 

kinetic energy in order to propagate from vacuum to the inside of the medium. In a vacuum, the 

neutron has a kinetic energy of:  
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Once the neutron is inside the medium, its kinetic energy is as follows:  
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When taking conversation of energy into consideration, it gives: 
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which translates in terms of momentum into the following: 
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Since n
o





 which is the refractive index by definition and b  is small in the order of about 

(10-6 A-2), the following equation, which is the refractive index for neutrons [18], is obtained:                                                       
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                                                                                   (3.8) 

Neutron has quite a number of properties. The currently known properties and their values are 

shown in Table 3.1 [19] 

Table 3.1 Fundamental properties of neutrons 

Property Value 

Mass : m 1.6747x10-24g 

Spin : s  
2

1  

Charge : qn < -1.5 +/- 1.4x10-20 e  

Magnetic dipole moment : nu  6.032x10-12 e VG-1 

Life-time : tn 937 +/- 18 s 

Electric-dipole moment < 10-24 e  cm 

g factor: gn -1.913 

Gyromagnetic ratio :  =
h

un2
 

1.833x104 s-1G-1 

 

Due to neutron’s magnetic dipole –moment, a neutron in a magnetic field B has an interaction 

potential:  
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                                Vmag = - nu .B =  Bun                                                           (3.9) 

The   sign corresponds to parallel or anti-parallel of neutron spin to the direction of the field. The 

refractive index for the ferromagnetic material is: 

                            2n = 1- )(
2








b                                                                      (3.10) 

where p  is regarded as the magnetic scattering length. This exhibits the two different spin states 

of neutron follow different trajectories. The two-valued nature of refractive index for 

ferromagnetic materials makes them to be birefringent and gives a basis for experiment with 

polarized neutrons [20].  

3.2 Reflection 

In the definition of neutron optics, it is mentioned that neutrons can be either reflected, scattered 

and diffracted. The mirror reflection of neutrons was first observed by Fermi and Zinn [21-23] on 

July 14, 1944, using collimated beam from a thermal column of the CP3 reactor at the Argonne 

National Laboratory. The further studies by Fermi and Marshal (1947) were among the earliest 

verifications of neutron optics. They measured the critical angle for different surfaces using 

neutrons monochromated by Bragg scattering and they also established a significant way of 

determining scattering length [18]. In another experiment by Hughes and Burgy in 1951, they used 

neutron beam filtered through polycrystalline beryllium oxide. These filters would allow passage 

of all neutrons whose wavelengths exceed the Bragg limitations. Due to the wavelength spread of 

the filtered beam, the critical angle is less sharply defined, which then limits the accuracy of 

refractive index measurements, However, accuracies approaching 0.2% are attainable in 

measurements which compare one scattering length with another [24]. Other investigators have 

used the technique to measure the refractive index of solid surfaces, including thin films [25]. In 

all these experiments, the high accuracy is limited by wavelength and its distribution. However, 

the limitation is avoidable by the technique of gravity refractometer came with Maier-Leibnitz in 

1962 [26]. In this technique it is observed that the mean potential energy of neutrons in the matter 

is comparable in magnitude to the energy acquires by neutrons when falling through a gravitational 

potential difference: mgh, where the height of fall, h, is the order of 1 m. This means that the falling 
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neutrons in a horizontal beam cannot penetrate a horizontal plane surface they have fallen through 

a minimum height, ho,  

                                    mgho =   = b
m

h


22
                                                                     (3.11) 

If the height of fall exceeds ho which is in the order of 1 m, then neutrons will penetrate the mirror 

otherwise they will be totally reflected. h  is a measure of Nb and hence of scattering length b 

[10]. In previous years, all the classical optical phenomena that can be produced with x-rays have 

also been demonstrated with neutrons leading to the construction of neutron optical instruments 

that produces significant tools for studies in physics, chemistry, and biology [6].  The reflection of 

neutrons is due to the real part of the index of refraction and reflectivity measurements allow the 

direct determination of both the sign and magnitude of the coherent scattering length [27-30]. This 

technique is employed in the neutron gravity refractometer [31] [32] which has led to the accurate 

determination of coherent scattering length, b , for many elements [33]. The total reflection of 

thermal neutrons at grazing angle incidence is used for the construction of guide tubes for transport 

of neutron beams [34,35], while the reflection of cold neutrons is used for the construction of 

neutron bottles [36,37].  

3.3 Transmission 

When neutrons interact with matter can also be transmitted. In the transmission of neutrons, the 

decrease in intensity of neutron beams traversing matter is thought of from a particle viewpoint as 

it is due to absorption and scattering of neutrons by atoms in the matter (sample), which is 

determined by total collision cross section [10]. Transmission can also be thought from wave 

viewpoint as it is due to quantum mechanical interference between the incident wave and scattered 

wave. Transmission is determined by the imaginary part of the index of refraction. The 

measurements of transmission also lead to the determination of coherent scattering length [28].  

 

3.4 Refraction 

Neutron beams can also be refracted, the refractive bending of neutron beams also gives an 

accurate method of determining scattering lengths [38-40] . The variation of the angle of deflection 

with neutron wavelengths allows manufacturing of monochromators for ultracold neutrons [41-
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43] . A refractive lens in these devices is used for focusing the beam. Usage of shaped magnetic 

fields for bending and polarizing neutron beams has also been revealed [44]. The geometrical 

theory of optics assures that the potential V(r) changes slowly from point to point in space. This is 

not the case for the interaction of slow neutrons with the matter because the spacing between nuclei 

is a few angstroms, and comparable to neutron’s de Broglie wavelength. In 1934 Fermi concluded 

that in complete comparison with the refraction of light (x-rays), the interaction of neutrons with 

materials consists of coherent scattering. In bulk non-magnetic material (matter) the scattering is 

mainly by the atomic nuclei for which the interaction is strong and short-range [45]. For all nuclei 

interaction the potential is attractive and can be denoted by a potential well of depth –Vo (10 – 60 

MeV) and radius R (of order 10-12 cm) as depicted in Figure 3.1. The interaction of neutrons with 

the material can be characterized by an index of refraction:  

                                     
)(

)(
r

rn


                                                                         (3.12) 

The propagation constant, wave vector k, in free space is given by: 

                                    h
m 2                                                                            (3.13) 

Materials with an index of refraction which is less than 1 are externally reflected by neutrons. This 

is why many materials are made into mirrors to reflect neutrons.  

 

Figure 3.1. The attractive neutron nuclear potential well. E is the kinetic energy of neutron. 
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Neutron wave particles behave differently under different conditions. The two other effects are 

Fraunhofer and Fresnel diffraction. Fraunhofer is the most widely used neutron optical effect by 

crystal lattices (Bragg reflection). Bragg reflection can be used for crystal structure and magnetic 

structure determination [46,47]. The observed Bragg reflection in large crystals exhibit number of 

unique effects including anomalous absorption [48,49] and Pendellosung interference [50] [51,52].  

Pendellosung interference provides an accurate method for scattering length determination. The 

Bragg reflection by large crystals is also a method for the production of monoenergetic neutron 

beams and for the energy analysis scattered by the neutrons [53]. Furthermore, Bragg reflection 

can be used in the study of structural and magnetic inhomogeneity in the crystal by means of 

neutron topography [54-57]. Small-Angle Scattering of neutrons (SANS) is another example of 

Fraunhofer diffraction effect with numerous applications in physics, chemistry, and biology [58].  

There’s a difference between Fraunhofer and Fresnel diffraction. The difference is in the 

conditions of the experiment. In Fraunhofer diffraction, the source and the detector are both at 

infinity and diffraction patterns depend only on the angles of scattering. Whereas on Fresnel the 

diffraction pattern depends only on the finite value of the distance from the diffracting element to 

the source or the detector. Therefore, Fraunhofer diffraction can be described in terms of 

differential scattering cross section while Fresnel diffraction cannot. The Fresnel diffraction of 

neutrons by ferromagnetic domain boundary has been shown [59-60]. A concave reflecting Fresnel 

zone mirror and Fresnel plate [36] have been used to focus beam with ultracold neutrons.  

These neutron optical phenomena listed above all have one thing in common, that is they all arise 

from coherent elastic scattering. The fundamental quantity of neutron optics is a coherent wave

, which provides a description of the coherent elastic process and satisfies the Schrodinger 

equation: 

                                      { - 
m2

 )()()}( rErr   }                                      (3.14) 

In which v(r) is the optical potential, E is the incident neutron energy and m is the mass of the 

neutron. In neutron optics, all collision processes other than coherent elastic scattering are called 

absorption. Absorption does not only mean the absorption of a neutron by nuclei but also diffuse 

scattering, which is incoherent scattering.  
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3.5 Theory of optics 

The theory of optics is divided into two parts: The theory of dispersion and the theory of reflection, 

refraction, and diffraction, which has been already discussed. The theory of dispersion is 

concerned with deriving Schrodinger equation [61-64]. This theory is concerned with the proof of 

Schrodinger equation. Theory of reflection, refraction, and diffraction is concerned with the 

solution of Schrodinger equation. The theory of dispersion has two different stages:  The first stage 

is the proof that the coherent wave ψ (r) satisfies Schrodinger equation and the second stage deals 

with the derivation for the potential optical potential  (r) [65]. The first stage can be conducted 

generally while for the second stage it is necessary to be specific about the nature of the interaction 

between neutrons and the matter in terms of how atoms are in the matter. Whether atoms are held 

at fixed positions or free, whether the matter is monoatomic or polyatomic. For the derivation of 

optical potential, it is best to stick to simple matter systems such as monoatomic since such matter 

system is non-magnetic in order to avoid unnecessary complexities. During this derivation, the 

interaction between neutron and nuclei is taken into account. It was then found that in first 

approximation [40], that the optical potential is given by the equilibrium value of Fermi pseudo-

potential: 
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h
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                                                                 (3.15) 

 

3.6 Ferromagnetic mirrors as neutron polarizers 

Ferromagnetic mirrors can be used as neutron polarizers; the technique of producing polarized 

neutron beams came from the experiment of Hughes and Burgy [66], who were the first to explore 

the reflection of neutrons from magnetized mirrors. The use of big ferromagnets as polarizing 

mirrors had difficulties because a large size required by a small value of critical angle and large 

magnets requires saturating the mirror material. The solution to this is to employ thin evaporated 

films of ferromagnetic alloys [67] deposited on index material substrates. These thin films were 

able to be magnetized by small magnets. The interface magnetizations of ferromagnetic transition 

metal in Fe-SiO and Ni-O multi-layered films have been studied by Sato et al  [68] using small 

angle scattering neutron technique. In that experiment, Fe showed no reduction of the interface 
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magnetization while Ni had a large reduction of magnetic moment at interfaces which indicated 

the possibility of a magnetic dead layer. 
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Chapter 4 

Data modeling and Simulation 

4.1 Modeling 

Modeling is the process of producing a model [1]. A model is the representation of the working 

system. It is similar but simpler than the system it is representing and it has to be defined by 

parameterizing it to reflect the details of the study. The purpose of the model is to predict the effect 

of changes to the system [2]. Using a model to investigate systems or phenomena is less laborious 

and more flexible than direct experimentation. There are many reasons why investigations cannot 

be carried by direct experimentation. The experiment can be disruptive or be dangerous. An 

important issue in modeling is the validity, model validation includes simulating the model under 

known input conditions and comparing model output with system output [3].  

4.2 Simulation 

The words simulation and modeling are used interchangeably in some context due to their blended 

role. A model provides the basis for the simulation to create an image of a real system or 

phenomena. Simulation refers to the application of computational models to study and predict the 

physical events [4]. Computer simulations represent an extension of theoretical science in that it 

is based on mathematical models and those models attempt to characterize the physical predictions 

of scientific theories. A simulation can also take the form of a computer-graphics image that 

represents the dynamic process in an animated sequence [4]. Simulation can be used to explore 

new theories and also design new experiments to test those theories. It also provides an alternative 

when phenomena are not observable or expensive [5]. 

4.3 How to select simulation software 

A simulation model can be built using general purpose programming languages which are familiar 

to an analyst. However, nowadays simulation studies are implemented using simulation package. 

The advantages include reduced programming requirements for communication. The question of 

how to select best simulation software lies in the ease of use, code re-usability, graphic user 

interface, hardware and software requirements, output reports and graphical plots. There are two 

types of simulation package. The language and application-oriented simulator. Language 

simulation package requires varying amount of programming expertise while the application-
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oriented simulator is easier to learn even for less experienced users who don’t have strong 

programming background [6].  

In this study Program Reflex13 software is employed to simulate specular reflectivity data. The 

quantity that is measured is the reflectivity, R, as the function of the momentum wave vector 

transfer, which is defined as follows:  

 

                                               Q = 


 sin4                                                       (4.1) 

 

where  is the neutron wavelength and   is the angle of incidence. 

The measured reflectivity, R(Q), results from the specular reflections originated by changes in 

the refractive index in the material in a perpendicular direction to the reflecting surface. 

4.4 Program Reflex13 

Program Reflex13 is a Matlab routine for simulation of specular X-ray and neutron reflectivity 

data with the matrix technique [7]. The program is still in its developmental stage, so no 

information is available in the literature about it except lecture notes [8] which briefly described 

the matrix technique which is employed by this Program Reflex13. This means that some features 

such as save and fit are not fully operational as this program is still a work in progress.  

4.4.1 Matrix technique 

In explaining the matrix technique, a polarized wave in the direction perpendicular to the plane of 

the incidence propagating into a stratified medium is considered.  The axes are chosen so that the 

wave is traveling in the x0z plane as shown in Figure 4.1. The air is labeled as medium 0 and strata 

or layers with different scattering length densities are identified by 1 ≤ j ≤ n downwards. In the 

notation, the depth Zj+1 marks the interface between j and j+1 layers. The wave traveling through 

a material is transmitted and reflected at each interface and the amplitudes of the upwards and 

downwards traveling waves are defined as A-+ and A+ respectively. The electric field E- of the 

downwards wave traveling wave in the jth stratum is given by the solution of the Helmholtz 

equation: 
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the plane of incidence for a stratified medium. The signs label the 

direction of propagation of the wave, air is medium 0 and strata are identified by 1≤ j ≤ n layers 

in which upwards and downwards waves travel. 

The following notation is adopted in the derivation: 

                                                   jjjinx kk cos,       

                                                
jinxjjjjinz kkkk ,

22

, sin    

The value of kinx,j is conserved at each interface since the condition is imposed by the Snell-

Descartes’ law of refraction. The upward and downward waves traveling waves are superimposed 

at each interface so that at depth z from the surface the electric field in medium j is: 
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As kinz,j takes a complex value, the magnitude of the upwards and downwards electric field in layer 

j is denoted by 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.2) 
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In addition, the quantity kinz,j is replaced by kz, j. The condition of continuity of the tangential 

component of the electric field and the conservation of kx,j at the depth Zj+1 of the interface j , j+1, 

lead to  

                            
),(),(),(),( 11,11,1,1,   jjzjjzjjzjjz ZkUZkUZkUZkU  

The tangential component of the magnetic field is continuous when the derivative of the electric 

field is conserved. This leads to the equality below at j, j+1 interface 
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The combination of these two equations can be written in a matrix form so that the magnitudes of 

the electric field in media j, j+1 at depth Zj+1 must satisfy: 
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The matrix which transforms the magnitude of the electric field from medium j to the medium 

j+1 is called refraction matrix
1,  jj
. In addition, the amplitude of the electric field within the 

medium j varies with depth as follows: 

                               [  
𝑈(𝑘 ),, Zjz

𝑈(−𝑘 ),, Zjz

] =  [

hik jze , 0

0 hik jze ,

]  [  
𝑈(𝑘 ),, hZjz 

𝑈(−𝑘 ),, hZjz 
] 

The matrix which is involved is denoted by the translation matrix . The amplitude of the 

electric field at the surface (depth Z = 0) of the layered material in figure 4.1 is obtained by 

multiplying all the refraction and translation matrices in each layer starting from substrate (at z = 

Zs) as follows  

    (4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
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                              [
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All the matrices in the above product are 2x2 matrices so that their product which is called the 

transfer matrix m is also a 2x2 matrix. We therefore have,  
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The reflection coefficient is defined as the ratio of reflected electric field to incident electric field 

at the surface of the material and is given by  
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Assuming that no wave is reflected back from the substrate if neutrons penetrate only a few 

microns, so that 

                                 
0),( , ssz ZkU  

Therefore the reflection coefficient is simply defined as  
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The transmission coefficient is defined as the ratio of the transmitted electric field to the incident 

electric field: 
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And is given by  

                           22

1

M
t   

This method of derivation of reflection and transmission coefficients is known as matrix 

technique. It is a general method which is valid for any electromagnetic wave [8].  

 

4.4.2 Program Reflex13 graphical user interface 

Program Reflex13 is user-friendly software that has a graphical user interface which allows easy 

interactions for less experienced users. Some software use programming language which is often 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 
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difficult to use for users who don’t have a strong background in programming. This software is 

incorporated with Matlab and user has to type the following command: Reflex13, in order to get 

the graphical user interface (GUI) shown in Figure 4.2. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are the main GUI for 

x-ray and neutron reflectivity, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the initial graphical user interface after typing in the command: Reflex13, 
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of an X-ray reflectivity graphical user interface 

 

Figure 4.4: Screenshot of a neutron reflectivity graphical user interface 
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The GUI for X-rays and neutrons is almost the same. The only difference is that X-ray has an 

electron density while the neutron has a scattering length density. It is also important to mention 

that X-ray and neutron have different interactions. The main GUI for neutron reflectivity shown 

in Figure 4.4 comprises of different tabs. Many options including saving the reflectivity, load data 

file, export data files, simulated curves, and parameters. There are options to manually change the 

number of layers of the thin films and to include a buffer and/or capplayer between the layers of 

the thin films. Below that there’s a tab for neutron wavelength in angstroms, and below wavelength 

tab, it’s the angular divergence, dq/q, then there’s a range and step to change your x-axis as one 

wish. Under the ‘fit the parameters tab there are different parameters such as SLD, roughness, 

absorption denoted as (Mu), and thickness of any thin films under investigation. 

4.4.3 Angular resolution (   ,  ) 

It is important to consider the beam angular diversion and wavelength dispersion when simulating, 

the dq/q in the GUI (see Figure 4.4. The divergence of the incident beam is usually determined by 

two slits if the beam is smaller than the width of the sample ‘seen’ by neutron beam or by the slit 

and the sample if the sample is small enough to be illuminated by the beam. This divergence of 

incident beam has effects such as decreasing of the amplitude of the oscillations (kiessig fringes) 

and rounding of the continuity at the critical angle. 

On the other side, wavelength dispersion is dependent on the monochromator or on the resolution 

time in the case of time-of-flight spectrometers. The effect of wavelength dispersion varies from 

that of angular diversion in this case the oscillations (kiessig fringes) disappear at high angles [9]. 

Improving the resolution gives better features of kiessig fringes and critical angle. However, high-

resolution is not ideal as this narrows the angular width of reflectivity. Typical values for resolution 

for existing reflectometers range from 2% to 5%. All in all, it is good to adjust the resolution to 

match the expected thickness of investigated films. Thick films would require high resolution 

while thin films could be measured with a low resolution [10]. 

4.4.4 Neutron absorption 

Neutron absorption is described by the imaginary part of the scattering length b. The absorption is 

negligible for thin films except for elements like gadolinium, samarium, and cadmium because 

these elements have (n, ) nuclear resonance at thermal neutron energies which strongly increase 
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the absorption [10]. In Figure 4.4, the Mu (1*e10) is the absorption which is quite small and in the 

order of 10-10 . This affects generally the beginning of the curve [7].  

4.4.5 Calculating SLD 

Scattering length density (SLD), denoted as Nb, is the measure of the scattering power of a 

material. It increases with the density, how tightly packed scattering entities are as well as 

scattering power of the entities. In neutrons, the scattering length density arises from scattering 

length, b [11]. Since the software is GUI-based; it is important to know the SLD of different 

materials so that they can be fitted as parameters. SLD’s can also be calculated using the following 

formula: 

                                   
 iibn


 1 



M

Am
nibi                                                                   (4.18) 

where m  is the mass density,   is the molecular volume,  is the molecular weight, ni is the 

number of atoms and bi is the scattering length of an atom. 

4.4.6 Roughness 

A thin film Fabry-Perot resonator cannot have a smooth surface/interface under non-ideal 

conditions hence the phenomenon such as roughness and interdiffusion affect it. The imperfectness 

of the interface/surface depends on the deposition process of the layers. Roughness is induced by 

the rough edges on the substrate and/or by grains when growing layers. Interdiffusion occurs 

between successive layers. This happens during the deposition of a top layer which is miscible 

with the bottom material [7].  

4.4.7 Thickness 

As mentioned before that a thin film Fabry-Perot resonator is comprised of two reflecting layers 

separated by a transparent layer, spacer layer. The thicknesses of these layers is of utmost 

importance in observing the neutron tunneling phenomenon, especially the transparent layer 

thickness as it is the one that’s responsible for a number of tunneling resonances. All in all, these 

thicknesses play a crucial role in observing the tunneling phenomenon. This is discussed more in 

chapter 5.  
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4.4.8 Simulation environment 

Program Reflex 13 can be used not only for analysis but also for the simulation of reflectivity 

profiles from parameters. In this case, a user doesn’t need experimental data. This is where the 

above-mentioned equation, 4.18, can be used to calculate the scattering length densities. From 

then, one can input in other parameters such as the thickness of the thin films under investigation, 

the name of the material under investigation, the number of layers desired, the roughness of the 

layers and scattering length density as shown in Figure 4.5.  

 

Figure 4.5: Screenshot of simulated curves of a thin film Fabry-Perot resonator of 200 Å Ni/ 1000 

Å Ti / 200 Å Ni/Si on a silicon substrate. 

In the simulation ( see Figures 4.5  and 4.6), nickel and titanium are arranged in a geometry that 

resembles a Fabry-Perot resonator where two nickel layers are reflecting layers separated by a 

spacer layer of titanium. The thicknesses of two reflecting layers are kept at 200 Å while the 

thickness of the spacer layer, titanium, was 1000 Å. Equation 4.18 was then employed to calculate 

the scattering length density (SLD) of the reflecting layer and a spacer layer. It was found that the 

SLD of a transparent (spacer) layer and reflecting layers were -1.91 x 10-6Å-2 and 9.4 x 10-6Å-2 

respectively. The roughness was kept at zero for reflecting layers and the spacer layer. All these 

parameters were fitted under ‘Parameters du fit’ in the program Reflex13 and 
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there was a calculated neutron reflectivity curve. In the calculated neutron reflectivity curve there 

are two regions: the first is the total reflection plateau, where tunneling resonances occur and it’s 

the main feature of the thesis, the second region is called a vitreous region which is characterized 

by numerous kiessig fringes which are due to interference between waves reflected at air-Ni, Ni-

Ti, and Ti-Si interfaces. 

 

Figure 4.6 Zoomed in screenshot of simulated curve of a Fabry-Perot resonator like thin film of 

200 Å Ni/ 1000 Å Ti/ 200 Å Ni/Si 

The main feature, the total plateau of reflection, has also been identified, by zooming in, Figure 

4.6, to observe clearly the sharp resonances that manifest to characterize the tunneling of neutron 

wave-particles. In order to identify the total reflection plateau, Q range in the x-axis can be changed 

to the desired range. Change minimum and maximum Q as well as the step. The resolution, dq/q, 

was kept at 0.03 which is 3% and it shows better features such the kiessig fringes critical angle 
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Chapter 5 

Experiments, modeling, results, and discussion 

5.1 Experiments 

5.1.1 Synthesis of Nickel based isotopic thin films Fabry-Perot resonator  

The isotope nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator like of 58Ni – 62Ni- 58Ni on a silicon substrate 

was prepared by ion beam sputtering technique at a deposition temperature of 300 K from 58Ni 

and 62Ni targets. The distance between the targets and the substrate was fixed to 25 cm assuring 

thickness uniformity better than 1 % on a 2 x 2 cm area. The ion beam was extracted from a 3 cm 

diameter ion source. Prior to deposition, the system was pumped with a cryogenic pump down to 

a pressure of about 10-8 mbar while deposition was performed at 2x10-4 mbar. The ion beam was 

neutralized by injecting electrons with a hot tungsten filament. Ion beam sputtering was performed 

with argon of energy 1.2 keV and a current of 40 mA. The trilayer Fabry-Perot resonator was 

deposited on an optical surface quality undoped silicon substrates. Before the sputter, the substrates 

were sputtered etched several minutes. The rate of deposition was 1.5nm per minute for 58Ni and 

62Ni. The layers’ thicknesses were measured during deposition by a calibrated microbalance. In 

addition, a built-in soft x-ray reflectometer is used to control the periodicity of the stack. The main 

advantage of this double control, compared to the unique conventional quartz microbalance, for 

thickness monitor, lies in the self-compensation of thickness errors made on the successively 

deposited layers. One can note that this thickness control is very important in our case on a very 

small thickness fluctuation is tolerated to observe the so-called tunneling resonances. The targeted 

structure was 110 Å 58Ni / 1000Å 62Ni / 110 Å 58Ni/Si.  

5.1.2 Neutron reflectometry measurements 

Unpolarized neutron reflectometry measurements were carried out at the ORPHEE reactor located 

at CEA-Saclay. The time-of-flight EROS reflectometer was used. The incident neutron de Broglie 

wavelength varied, approximately, from 3 to 25 Å. The grazing angle and relative angular 

resolution were of order 0.8˚ and 0.05 respectively. The theoretical simulation of the reflectivity 

profile is performed using the standard matrix method by assuming an ideal periodic structure with 

slightly rough interfaces and no thickness errors in the periodicity. In Figure 5.1 is the brief 

description of how EROS reflectometer operates. Neutrons produced by ORPHEE reactor are 
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thermalized by liquid hydrogen cold source at 20K. A neutron guide transports neutrons up to the 

spectrum situated around 30 m from the source. A beam containing broad wavelengths (3 – 25 Å) 

is then available at the chopper position. The chopper with a constant resolution is made up of two 

rotating wheels covered by a gadolinium, neutron absorber, pierced by two large slits. The distance 

and phase between two wheels enable one to change angular resolution from 1% to 13% depending 

on the request. In this study, it was 5%. The beam passes through a collimator under vacuum. The 

aperture of the horizontal entrance and exit slit may be changed from 0.2 mm to several cm. The 

beam is then reflected by a sample tilted of an angle and measure by a 3He detector [1].  

Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the EROS reflectometer employed in measurements of 

experimental data.  

5.2 Modeling  

5.2.1. Effects of thickness  

The thickness of layers of the thin film Fabry-Perot resonator plays a role in assisting in the 

observation of the neutron tunneling phenomenon.  A Fabry-Perot resonator is made up of two 

reflecting layers separated by a transparent layer, spacer layer, and it is a prerequisite to observe 

tunneling. A transparent layer thickness gives the number of tunneling resonances while reflecting 

layers’ thicknesses either shifts the reflectivity profile to higher momentum wave vector transfer 

(Q) or lower momentum wave vector transfer (Q) by either decreasing or increasing the 

thicknesses. Program Reflex 13 software has a thickness as one of the parameters. Different 

thicknesses of the layers of thin film Fabry-Perot resonator were modeled to observe the behavior 

of the tunneling phenomenon, their effect on the tunneling phenomenon, and to also determine 
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which model resembles the experimental results. Below are some of the thicknesses that were 

modeled. 

Program Reflex13 software has other parameters such as roughness and angular resolution. Their 

effects on the tunneling resonances are also explored.  

5.2.2 Changing the thickness of transparent layer 

Transparent layer, also known as a spacer layer, of a thin film Fabry-Perot resonator like plays a 

role in the manifestation of tunneling resonances in the total reflection plateau. Changing a 

thickness of a transparent layer affect the sharp dips. A decrease or increase in the transparent layer 

thickness causes the tunneling resonances, dips, either decrease or increase in numbers and in 

depth. When there’s a constant decrease of about 100Å in the transparent layer thickness while 

keeping the reflecting layers’ thickness constant, the tunneling resonances start to decrease in 

depth and they start to get less in numbers until all dips disappear at about 200 Å. 

On the other hand, when there’s a constant increase of the transparent layer thickness of about 100 

Å each time, the tunneling resonances’ depth is bigger and more new dips start to appear. When 

the transparent layer thickness reaches 2000 Å, the number of tunneling resonances increases from 

3 to about 8.  

5.2.3 Changing the thicknesses of reflecting layers 

Unlike a transparent layer, changing a reflecting layer thickness doesn’t have that much effect on 

the tunneling resonances. When the reflecting layers thicknesses is decreased by a constant of 

about 100 Å, the number of tunneling resonances stays the same. The sharp dips’ depth gets longer 

which is likely due to neutrons passing with ease since the reflecting layer is thin enough. When 

this thickness is thin enough, roughly 100 Å, the number of tunneling resonances also drop from 

3 dips to 2 dips and the reflectivity profile shifts to higher wave vector transfer. 

The opposite occurs when the reflecting layers’ thicknesses are increased. The depth of sharp dips 

gets shorter because the thickness is now thick and neutron wave ‘spends’ more time penetrating 

the thicker layer.  
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5.2.4 Specific changes in reflecting layers 

150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 150 Å 58Ni/Si 

Increasing a reflecting layers thicknesses from 150 Å to 300 Å affects the depth of a dip, tunneling 

resonance. The increase in the thickness decreases the depth of a tunneling resonance. The width 

of a tunneling resonance stays the same. At higher thickness, 300 Å, tunneling resonances’ depth 

gets shorter and reflectivity profile shifts to higher wave vector transfer. The decrease in dips’ 

depth can be accounted by a denser thicker layer which makes a neutron ‘stay’ longer inside that 

layer. 

The same trend is observed in natural thin film Fabry-Perot resonator like of nickel and titanium, 

150 Å Ni / 1000 Å Ti / 150 Å Ni/Si. However, this system has more tunneling resonances than the 

isotope because titanium, which is responsible for tunneling resonances, has been used as the 

transparent layer and according to neutron optics it is the highest transparent material, it presents 

very low neutron absorption [2] but tunneling resonances of isotopic system, isotopic nickel thin 

film Fabry-Perot resonator like, are sharper and long depth than the natural system. 

This trend has also been observed in the system that has isotopic reflecting layers and natural 

transparent layer, 150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å Ti / 150 Å 58Ni/Si. The sharp dips decrease in depth as the 

reflecting layers’ thicknesses increases. There’s a shift towards higher wave vector transfer (Q). 

5.2.5 Full width at half maximum and tunneling resonance spectral position 

The full width half maximum and spectral positions of sharp dips with different reflecting layers’ 

thicknesses were determined. When the reflecting layers’ thicknesses were changed to 150 Å, the 

spectral position and full-width maximum of each depth of tunneling resonance increased as shown 

in Table 5.1. All these FWHM and spectral positions, from all Tables 5.1 to 5.3, were determined 

while reflectivity profile was changed in scale to focus in the place of interest, which is the total 

reflection plateau where neutron tunneling phenomenon manifests itself, Hence they keep 

increasing with increasing Q.  In Table 5.2 the spectral positions and FWHM’s for each dip 

increased as the momentum transfer wave vector (Q) increases and as the thicknesses were 

changed to 200 Å. The similar trend was observed in Table 5.3, when the thicknesses of reflecting 

layers were increased to 300 Å, the full width at half maximum and spectral position of each sharp 

dip increased. However, increase of reflecting layers’ thicknesses from 150 Å to 200 Å to 300 Å 
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resulted in different spectral positions of the 3 sharp dips with long depth. When the reflecting 

layers were thicker the FWHM started decreasing. The spectral position of reflecting layers 

thicknesses at 300 Å decreased. This means that the sharp dips were ‘shifting’ to the lower wave 

vector transfer, meaning that as thicknesses increase, the shorter the dips get. Overall, increasing 

the reflecting layers’ thicknesses from 150 Å to 300 Å decreases the full width at half maximum 

and spectral position of the sharp dips as depicted by Table 5.1 to Table 5.3. This exhibit the time 

of neutron wave-particles once inside the media. 

 

Table 5.1 full width at half maximum and spectral position of tunneling resonances where a 

reflecting layers’ thickness is 150 Å  

150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 150 Å 58Ni/Si 

 

 

Table 5.2 full width at half maximum and spectral position of tunneling resonances where a 

reflecting layers’ thickness is 200 Å  

200 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 200 Å 58Ni/Si 

Tunneling resonance   FWHM Qr (Å-1) Resonance tunneling 

Spectral position Qr(Å-1) 

Short tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.00053 Å-1 0.0106 Å-1 

Medium tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.00085 Å-1 0.0193 Å-1 

Long tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.0128 Å-1 0.0262 Å-1 

 

 

Tunneling resonance   FWHM Qr (Å-1) Resonance tunneling 

Spectral position Qr(Å-1) 

Short tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.000553 Å-1 0.0105 Å-1 

Medium tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.00107 Å-1 0.0193 Å-1 

Long tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.00132 Å-1 0.0263 Å-1 
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Table 5.3 full width at half maximum and spectral position of tunneling resonances where a 

reflecting layers’ thickness is 300 Å  

300 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 300 Å 58Ni/Si 

 

The full widths at half maximum and spectral position were determined from the Figures below. 

As seen from Figure 5.2, where the reflecting layers’ thicknesses were 150 Å, all the 3 sharp dips 

have a different full width at half maximum and spectral position. In Figure 5.3 the reflecting 

layers’ thicknesses was kept at 200 Å and it has the increasing full widths at half maximum. In 

Figure 5.4 the reflecting layers’ thicknesses were kept at 300 Å. In all three Figures, it is observable 

that the number of tunneling resonances, the sharp dips, stays the same. This is due to the 

transparent layer’s thickness that was kept constant at 1000 Å. The number of tunneling resonances 

depends on the transparent layer thickness. The thicker the transparent layer the more number of 

tunneling resonances.  

Tunneling resonance   FWHM Qr (Å-1) Resonance tunneling 

Spectral position Qr(Å-1) 

Short tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.000572 Å-1 0.0106 Å-1 

Medium tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.000859Å-1 0.0193 Å-1 

Long tunneling 

resonance’s depth 

0.00106 Å-1 0.0257 Å-1 
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Figure 5.2 Reflectivity profile where the reflecting layers’ thicknesses are 150 Å each layer. 

 

Figure 5.3 Reflectivity profile where the reflecting layers’ thicknesses is 200 Å each layer. 
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Figure 5.4 Reflectivity profile where the reflecting layers’ thicknesses is 300 Å 

 

5.2.6 Superimposed reflectivity profiles

  
Figure 5.5 Superimposed profile reflectivities of different reflecting layer’ thicknesses 
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When all three reflectivity profiles, as shown in Figure 5.5, with different reflecting layers’ 

thicknesses, increasing from 150 Å to 200 Å to 300 Å, are superimposed then there’s a clear 

distinction on the effect of reflecting layers thicknesses on the sharp dips, tunneling resonances, in 

the plateau of total reflection. As depicted, see Figure 5.5, the depth of sharp dips decreases as the 

reflecting layer thicknesses increase from 150 Å to 200 Å to 300 Å. Another observation is that 

the sharp dip that has longer depth, in all different thicknesses, shifts to the lower wave vector 

transfer as the reflecting layer thickness increases. This means that the thicker the reflecting layer 

thickness the harder for neutron wave to penetrate that layer since neutrons are weakly scattered 

once inside the media [3].  

5.2.7 Natural material vs isotopic material 

 

Figure 5.6 This Calculated reflectivity profile showing the difference between isotopic and 

natural material. The isotopic material that made up thin film Fabry-Perot resonator was in the 

following sequence: 150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 150 Å 58Ni/ Si while the one for natural material 

was: 150 Å Ni / 1000 Å Ti / 150 Å Ni/Si. 

A thin film Fabry-Perot resonator like is a prerequisite to observe the tunneling of neutron wave-

particles. As said before, the geometry of this thin film Fabry-Perot device consists of two 

reflecting layers sandwiched by a spacer, transparent, layer. This thin film Fabry-Perot resonator 
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can be synthesized by isotope material or natural material. In this study, the isotopic material of 

nickel has been employed to observe neutron wave-particles suffering the frustrated total 

reflection, the tunneling phenomenon. In this case a natural material of 150 Å Ni / 1000 Å Ti / 150 

Å Ni/Si is being compared to the isotopic material of 150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 150 Å 58Ni/Si  as 

shown in Figure 5.6. As depicted by the Figure 5.6, isotopic material, which the thin film Fabry-

Perot resonator is like comprises of nickel isotope, have tunneling resonances that have long depths 

than the natural material meaning isotopes have tunneling resonances that are broad which is likely 

due to large scattering length of 58Ni(bc) = 14.4 fm. Natural material has tunneling resonances that 

are shifting towards the lower wave vector transfer. However, the natural material has more 

tunneling resonances, 4 tunneling resonances as compared to isotopic material which has 3. The 

reason for that is because the spacer layer of natural material is titanium, which is the highest 

transparent material according to neutron optics.  

 

5.2.8 Effects of angular resolution  

 

Figure 5.7 Reflectivity profiles showing effects of different resolutions employed. The thicknesses 

of both reflecting layers and a transparent layer were kept the same: 150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 

150 Å 58Ni/Si for both reflectivity profiles. Only resolution was changed. 
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It is of paramount importance to know about the angular resolution and it must be taken into 

account during the experiments and simulations. Typical resolution for existing neutron 

reflectometers ranges from 1% to 13%. A resolution of 2 % has an ability to distinguish between 

2 thickness values which differ by 2%.  

The effects of resolution in tunneling resonances arise in their widths. As the resolution is 

increased, from 1% to 3%, also the width of tunneling resonance increases, as shown in Figure 

5.7. However, in the vitreous region, the resolution decreases the amplitude of the kiessig fringes 

and resolves the thicknesses. This trend is exhibited by all thin film Fabry-Perot resonator like, 

from all isotopic based to natural materials. 

 

5.2.9 Single layers 

Figure 5.8 Reflectivity profile showing 200 Å of a transparent layer 62Ni on a silicon substrate 
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Figure 5.9 Reflectivity profile showing a transparent layer with 1000 Å thickness of 62Ni on a 

silicon substrate. 

A single layer of a material on a silicon substrate affects the Kiessig fringes in the vitreous region. 

If the single layer is thick then there will be numerous kiessig fringes, as depicted in Figure 5.8, 

and their interfringes decrease. On the contrary, if the single layer is thin, as shown in Figure 5.9, 

then there will be less kiessig fringes with their interfringes and amplitudes bigger. This is true for 

transparent and reflecting layers. This goes to show that neutron tunneling phenomenon occurs 

only in a thin film Fabry-Perot resonator where the geometry is a transparent layer sandwiched 

between two reflecting layers. 

. 
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5.2.10 Effects of interfacial roughness 

 

Figure 5.10 Superimposed reflectivity profiles of 150 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 150 Å 58Ni/Si with 

different interfacial roughness 

The roughness of the interfaces doesn’t have that much effect on the tunneling resonances in the 

total reflection plateau, which is the place of interest. Interfacial roughness affects the Kiessig 

fringes in the vitreous region. One starts to notice the shift to the higher wave vector transfer when 

the interfacial roughness is around 20 Å, which is the maximum roughness in the software. The 

increase of roughness of a transparent layer decreases the amplitude of the kiessig fringes and 

increases the interfringes. While the increase of roughness, of about 10Å, of reflecting layers 

reduces the amplitude of the Kiessig fringes and decreases the number of kiessig fringes as shown 

in Figure 5.10. It also smoothes out kiessig fringes at high momentum transfer vector. 
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.  

5.3 Experimental results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FiF 

Figure 5.11 shows the experimental reflectivity profile of 110 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 110 Å 58Ni/Si 

The neutron tunneling, frustrated total reflection, phenomenon in nanostructured isotopic nickel 

thin film Fabry-Perot resonator has been observed using unpolarized neutron reflectometry at 

grazing incidence angles. It manifested itself through sharp dips, tunneling resonances, in the total 

reflection plateau (region) [2]. In total 7 tunneling resonances, dips are observed, as depicted in 

Figure 5.11. The tunneling resonances, dips, in the total reflection plateau are due to tunneling 

phenomenon corresponding to quasi-stationary bounds of the neutron in the potential well formed 

by the nanostructured isotopic nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator. The number of tunneling 

resonances depends on the transparent layer thickness [4]. The oscillations present in the vitreous 

region are due to neutron wave-particle interference from the first reflecting layer and the buried 

interfaces of the nanostructured isotope nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator and they are called 

Kiessig fringes. 
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Figure 5.12 shows the total reflection region where tunneling phenomenon manifests itself 

The total reflection region (plateau) is defined by momentum values smaller than the critical value 

Qc of 0.058 Å-1. Figure 5.12 shows clearly 7 tunneling resonances. The full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) and spectral positions of the tunneling resonances were determined. The full width at 

half maximum of these dips are different, the dips at lower momentum wave vector transfer (Q) 

have a larger full width at half maximum while at higher momentum wave vector transfer the 

FWHM is smaller, as depicted by Table 5.4. The dips’ full width at half maximum decreases as 

the Q increases. This is correlated to the neutron lifetime in the nanostructured isotopic Fabry-

Perot resonator [5].  
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Table 5.4 shows the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the tunneling resonances, dips, and 

their corresponding spectral position 

FWHM Qr (Å-1) Resonance tunneling 

Spectral position Qr(Å-1) 

0.00256 Å-1 Q1 : 0.0183 

0.00215 Å-1 Q2 : 0.0247 Å-1 

0.00206 Å-1 Q3 : 0.0315Å-1 

0.00145 Å-1 Q4 : 0.0375 Å-1 

0.000875 Å-1 Q5 : 0.0430 Å-1 

0.0000955 Å-1 Q6 : 0.0486 Å-1 

0.00001599  Å-1 Q7 : 0.0553 Å-1 

 

 5.4 Comparing experimental results and simulated results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Experimentally obtained and calculated curves of unpolarized neutron reflectivity of 

110 Å 58Ni / 1000 Å 62Ni / 110 Å 58Ni/Si  
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Experimental results and theoretical (calculated) results have been compared. The dips in the 

experimental curve are not as sharp as the ones in the calculated curve; this is likely due to the 

angular resolution and/ or low intensity in this spectral range, once the neutron is inside the matter 

it loses intensity [3]. Neutron reflectometry measurements collect only the intensity of the reflected 

neutron beam [6]. From the analysis of experimentally obtained and calculated curves, it is 

possible to draw a conclusion about the agreement of experimental data and calculated curve, as 

depicted in Figure 5.13. The simulation of these curves was performed using program Reflex13 

[7-9] .The simulation parameters employed are shown in Table 5.5 below.  

Table 5.5: Parameters that were used in comparing the experimental reflectivity curve and 

calculated reflectivity curve  

Parameter Value 

Reflecting layers’ thicknesses 110 Å 

Transparent layer thickness 1000 Å 

Instrument resolution 0.03(3%) 

Wavelength(lambda)  4.1 λ 

Beam Width 1 mm 

Sample 4.5 mm 
58Ni layer roughness 5 Å 
62Ni layer roughness 15 Å 
58Ni layer roughness 15 Å 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and future work 

6.1 Conclusion 

 The aim of this research project has been to observe the tunneling phenomenon of neutron wave-

particles undergoing a total reflection in isotopic based nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator. The 

objective was to fabricate the isotopic based nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator and also to 

observe the tunneling phenomenon of neutron wave-particles undergoing total reflection in 

isotopic based nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator by unpolarized grazing incidence neutron 

reflectometry. In conclusion, tunneling phenomenon, ‘frustrated’ total reflection, of neutron wave-

particles undergoing total reflection was observed in nanostructured isotopic based nickel thin film 

Fabry-Perot resonator. The isotopic nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator was made up of two 

highly reflecting layers of nickel-58 (58Ni) separated by a transparent layer, spacer layer, of nickel-

62 (62Ni) deposited on a silicon substrate using ion beam sputter. The neutron reflectometry 

measurements were conducted by  EROS reflectometer. The tunneling phenomenon of neutron 

wave-particles undergoing total reflection manifests itself via sharp dips, tunneling resonances, in 

the total reflection plateau due to quasi-bound states in  nanostructured isotopic nickel thin film 

Fabry-Perot resonator. Reflex 13 software was employed, a Matlab routine for the simulation of 

specular X-ray and neutron reflectivity data with matrix technique, to simulate the behavior of the 

tunneling phenomenon, by using different values of the parameters such as the thickness, 

roughness of the interfaces, scattering length density of the material, thereafter experimentally 

obtained data and calculated (theoretical) data were compared. From the analysis of the 

comparison, it was possible to draw the conclusion about the agreement between the experimental 

data and the model proposed.  A total of 7 sharp dips, tunneling resonances, were observed in the 

total reflection plateau to exhibit that the neutron tunneling phenomenon has manifested. The full 

widths at half maximum (FWHM) of these tunneling resonances decreased with increasing 

momentum wavevector transfer (Q). These correlate to the neutron lifetime in nanostructured 

isotopic nickel thin film Fabry-Perot resonator.  
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6.2 Future work 

In a technological application, the future work intends to demonstrate the viability of totally 

isotopic based neutron optics devices. From a fundamental point of view, future work includes 

employing polarized grazing incidence neutron reflectometry, employing ultra-cold neutrons, so 

to investigate magnetic properties of nanostructured thin film Fabry-Perot resonator.  

 


